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honoring the monumental in Kansas City, Missouri
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Introduction:  
monuments and morphology

Monuments in Kansas City, Missouri, may not invoke the 
same sense of past patriotism or political moment as 
one might see in European cities, but this Midwestern 
American city does have a collection of sites, spaces and 
objects that have been strategically placed to create the 
unique beauty and sense of place within the historic cor-
ridors. Through the principles of the City Beautiful Move-
ment, Kansas City by the 1910s had an urban landscape 
laced with a collection of boulevards and parks that 
featured Classical-Greco inspired pavilions, colonnades, 
bath houses and public spaces. Connecting the neigh-
borhoods and providing continuity to the city the Kansas 
City Parks & Boulevards systems interjected elegance 
into a Midwestern metropolis known for its debauchery 
and stockyards.

Today, an integral part of the Kansas City landscape 
is the centrally located Union Station (1914), National 
World War I Museum and Memorial (1926), and Crown 
Center (1955 to 1970s) (Fig. 1). Individually each site rep-
resents a moment in Kansas City where large scale devel-
opment was used to rectify perceived undesirable condi-
tions of the times. Each place is large and imposing on 
the cityscape, but over time Union Station, the Memorial 
and Crown Center have become a shared landscape par-
tially through intentionally planning, preservation strat-
egy and in part out of the proximity to one another. The 
spatial communication between each site has created 
a visual and functional landscape that is manifested in of-
ficial photographs by the local government and countless 
tourists and city enthusiasts alike. Because of the public 
element and historical value of Union Station and the 
Liberty Memorial site, it easily is identifiable as a cultural 
landscape as defined by the United States’ National Park 
Service1 and it could be argued to meet the standards 

1  After the Department of the Interior, National Park Service Preser-
vation Brief No. 36 cultural landscape is defined as „a geographic 
area, including both cultural and natural resources and the wildlife 
or domestic animals therein, associated with a historic event, ac-

as defined by UNESCO World Heritage.2 The social de-
velopment and integration of the architectural design of 
Liberty Memorial is an urban landscape that utilizes the 
natural topography, flora and fauna to create a unique 
interaction with nature in the heart of the city. Located 
to the east of Union Station and Liberty Memorial is the 
Crown Center complex which is a modern entertainment 
and corporate “utopia”.

The morphology of landscape3 by Carl Sauer serves 
as an existing framework to study the functionality and 
aesthetics of Union Station, Liberty Memorial and Crown 
Center. Additionally, morphology can help to explain how 
the links between each place has created a new language 
of experience over time. The point in using Sauer’s inter-
pretation of landscape is to elaborate his interpretation 
of cultural experience and use, while considering the 
Zeitgeist in which Crown Center was planned and pri-
marily developed. Sauer presents an excellent reference 
point in defining the key elements of place and similari-
ties in considering development over time. The intent is 
not to look under the close lens of Sauer’s “morphology” 
study but to reference those elements which are applica-
ble, and yet may not be obvious in the overall develop-
ment of this Kansas City landscape. Sauer states: „The 
cultural landscape is fashioned out of a natural landscape 
by a cultural group. Culture is the agent, the natural area 
is the medium, the cultural landscape is the result”4. Un-
derstanding of the morphology of the cultural landscape 
is consideration of „man’s record upon the landscape”.5 
For Sauer, culture is the factor, and the ebb of the natu-
ral landscape leading to various “forms” that create the 

tivity, or person or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic values” 
(Internet: https://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/36-
cultural-landscapes.htm).

2  Cultural landscapes – cultivated terraces on lofty mountains, gar-
dens, sacred places ... – testify to the creative genius, social devel-
opment and the imaginative and spiritual vitality of humanity. They 
are part of our collective identity (Internet: http://whc.unesco.org/
en/culturallandscape/).

3  Sauer 1925.
4  Sauer 1925: 307–308.
5  Sauer 1925: 309.
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area as published by the Kansas City Convention and Tourism Bureau at www.visitkc.com 
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cultural landscape. Three factors are necessary to under-
stand morphology:
1. „that there is a unit of organic or quasi-organic qual-

ity, that is, a structure to which certain components 
are necessary, [called forms]”;

2. „similarity of form in different structures is recog-
nized because of functional equivalence, the forms 
then being ‘homologous’; and…”

3. „that the structural units may be placed in series, es-
pecially into developmental sequence, ranging from 
incipient to final or completed stage”.6

The goal of this paper is to explore Sauer’s under-
standing of morphology under the consideration of the 
urban built environment and various planning move-
ments of the twentieth century. The following discussion 
will begin with an overview of Kansas City development 
patterns, histories on the construction of Union Station, 
Liberty Memorial and Crown Center, with concluding dis-
cussion on how the concept of morphology applies to 
these resources.

Kansas City development overview 

Periods of development for the area of the city where 
the resources under discussion are located, represent 
the landscape and land use changes which occurred in 
approximately sixty years. Incorporated in 1850 as the 
Town of Kansas, the municipality of Kansas City per-
sonifies the Midwestern river settlement with a collec-
tion of brick warehouse and manufacturing buildings 
constructed between the 1870s and 1900s. The resi-
dential booms of the 1920s and 1930s are seen in the 
areas known as the Country Club District and Brook-
side that are still premier residential locations. For the 
purposes of this paper, the following section on post-
World War II suburbanization of Kansas City provides 
more context for the significance of the Crown Center 
development.

Large projects reflecting progress and prosperity of 
the city included the Jackson County Courthouse (1930s) 
and City Hall (1930s). These large buildings have become 
part of Kansas City gangster politic lore for their connec-
tion to the political machine of Tom Pendergast. Pend-
ergast not only owned a notorius concrete business but 
was responsible for much of the free-flowing liquor and 
debauchery found in Kansas City nightclubs during the 
prohibition era. These clubs were largely located within 
the Central Business District and the adjoining neighbor-
hoods. Following Prohibition in 1933, the great era of 
Kansas City jazz and entertainment waned. By the end 
of World War II, a great majority of music clubs, dance 
halls and theaters, that were once thriving business, suf-
fered as the urban core was depopulated. Bandleaders 
and musicians began to look beyond the horizons of the 

6  Sauer 1925: 304.

Midwest and broader United States, leaving Kansas City 
to pursue careers in Harlem New York and larger mar-
kets. The decline of the entertainment scene changed 
the cultural landscape of Downtown and the nearby jazz 
district, leading to the abandonment of many buildings—
the emptiness of space within the constructed environ-
ment symbolizing the loss of the “wide open” Kansas City 
jazz era.

Urban renewal

Urban renewal during the 1950s and 1960s, largely fo-
cused on infrastructure improvements within the heart 
of downtown Kansas City, coincided with the passage 
and implementation of the Eisenhower Interstate Sys-
tem. Large swaths of residential and commercial build-
ings located in the concentric zones of the business 
district were demolished, changing the physiography of 
space from social and commercial use, to a landscape 
constructed of steel and concrete, that served the auto-
mobile. Massive suburbanization ensued southwardly, 
influenced in large part by the housing policies put forth 
by the federal government that encouraged homeown-
ership among the WWII veteran populations, develop-
ment of single-family homes both north of the Missouri 
River geographical boundary and south continuing 
southward growth. Geographically the city doubled its 
imprint between 1947 and 1959. The rapid suburbaniza-
tion of Kansas City and a nationwide trend of increased 
car ownership led to the decline of the extensive street-
car system that the city had developed in the late 19th 
and into the 20th centuries with the last street car line 
being officially closed in 1957 — the unfortunate result 
of a declining central business district and loss of urban 
core residents. 

During the period of the 1960s urban renewal in the 
downtown area of Kansas City followed the patterns seen 
in many American cities where the renewal was centered 
around the implementation of ghastly interstate highway 
and slum clearance which emptied out large swaths of 
the inner cities population. The Eisenhower Interstate 
System that encompassed the central business district, 
divided and displaced poor and black neighborhoods. Re-
newal also entailed new housing projects located along 
the Interstate utilizing small portions of land on an ur-
ban grid that was severely altered. As discussed at a later 
point in this paper, the Crown Center development was 
an exception to the urban renewal that was occuring 
elsehwere in Kansas City due to the fact that the intent 
of the development was to reinforce the significance of 
employment, entertainment and residential opportuni-
ties in the urban core. The Hall family was committed to 
the idea of a viable Central Buisness District, despite the 
comparable projects built on the scale of Crown Center 
that were being completed along the perimeters of the 
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Kansas City municipal boundaries. This commitment to 
urban success led to the opening of the world headquar-
ters for Hallmark Cards in 1956. Similar grand projects 
projects occurring concurrently with Crown Center were 
the Kansas City International Airport (located nine miles 
north of the Central Business District) and the Truman 
Sports Complex, the first twin sports complex in the Unit-
ed States with both football and baseball stadiums with 
combined seating for 117,000 spectators (announced in 
1972) and parking for approximately 20,000 cars. One 
other development exception was the Bartle Hall Con-
vention Center, which replaced former Convention Hall 
downtown. The investment by the Hall family and the 
Hallmark Corporation anchored the companies commit-
ment to the urban core over the course of the coming 
decades.

Defining the landscape

Union Station

Union Station, completed in 1914, is an 850,000 square 
feet design of the architect Jarvis Hunt out of Chicago 
(Fig. 2). Constructed during the height of the City Beau-
tiful Movement, which matured into City Monumental, 
Union Station has been referred to Kansas Citys great-
est expression of City Beautiful. The monumental size 
of Union Station is a symptom of the „elephantiasis” of 
railroading and buildings associated with its progress.7 
The Beaux Arts structure is an “I” plan, with an interior 
that consists of a main lobby ceiling that is 108 feet in 
height, marble floors and coffered ornamental plaster. 
During the height of the use of rail passenger services, 
it is estimated that nearly one-million soldiers passed 
through Union Station during World War II.8 Today, the 
Grand Hall, once a bustle of passengers, during the day 
now serves as an escape for office workers on a lunch 
break walk, tourists and school field trips.

After closing in the 1980s Union Station was aban-
doned, declined into severe deterioration — and was 
nearly demolished multiple times after failed redevelop-
ment attempts. The current vibrancy of Union Station 
today is owed to the efforts of preservationists and a re-
gional funding initiative was passed in 1996, establish-
ing the renovation and adaptive reuse fund. At this time 
a preservation oversight committee had been formed 
to guide and oversee preservation practices, and before 
1999 Union Station reopened serving as a cultural and 
educational hub, with a railroad history exhibit, Science 
City interactive experience and the return of passenger 
rail service. Historically, Union Station had been a pri-
vately-owned building with a public feel as the space 
served the transportation needs of the region. 

7  Holmes 1981.
8  Union Station – Internet: http://www.unionstation.org/about. 

Liberty Memorial and Penn Valley Park 

The National WWI Museum and Memorial is located 
within Penn Valley Park, the second largest park within 
the Kansas City Parks and Boulevard System (Fig. 3). 
Penn Valley Park, as a whole, retains much of the origi-
nal design and circulation system as Kessler intended. 
In recent years restoration of the stone retaining walls, 
fountains, and major stairs have been completed, re-
inforcing the historic integrity of the aesthetics. The 
Liberty Memorial was designed by Harold Van Buren 
Magonigle (1921-1926). The Memorial Shaft extends 
21 stories over Penn Valley Park. Formal dedication 
occured on November 1, 1921, with (French) Marshall 
Ferdinand Foch, who was Commander in Chief of the 
Western Front Allied Forces, British Admiral David Be-
atty, United States General and Missouri native John 
Pershing, and General/Marshall Armando Diaz of the 
Italian Army.

Liberty Memorial and the National World War I Mu-
seum consists of two buildings: Memory Hall and the 
Museum. In terms of monumental architecture, the 
north facing wall, or „the Great Frieze”, is comprised of 
a fountain and sphinx statues that evoke the Egyptian-
Revivalist spirit, and Dedication Wall. As described in 
the National Historic Landmark Nomination, Liberty 
Memorial is „one of the nation’s most compelling mon-
uments constructed to honor those who sacrificed their 
lives during World War I and a remembrance to those 
who survived”.9 

Throughout the 20th century the Liberty Memorial 
and Penn Valley Park sites experienced the ebb and 
flow of decline and public support. During the 1940s 
and 1950s the northern boundary of the parkland be-
came an advertising site for local and national products, 
and was referred to as Signboard Hill by Kansas Citians. 
Filling stations and small shanty buildings were scat-
tered along the streetscape. During the 1970s severe 
lack of maintaince led to deterioration of the monu-
ment and overgrowth of the parkland. The hilltop loca-
tion soon became the site of illicit activities. In 1994 
the Memorial was closed to visitors, but the revived 
public interest in preserving the well known site led to 
the passage of a 1998 sales-tax that would support res-
toration. In 2005, the Memorial was designated a Na-
tional Historic Landmark10 and in 2006 the world-class 
museum and archives opened, expanding the outreach, 
and redefined the importance of the site as a whole. 
Significant restoration and maintenance took place in 
2014, reviving the iconic north wall freize. Liberty Me-
morial has since served as a site of recreation and for 
public gathering. 

  9  Millstein 2006:4.
10   The National WWI Museum and Memorial, Internet: https://www.

theworldwar.org/explore/museum-and-memorial.
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Crown Center 

The decision to develop Crown Center (Fig. 4) in the 
1960s and 1970s was a unique incident of urban renewal 
for Kansas City as the city followed established national 
patterns of constructing a limited number of public hous-
ing complexes to serve low-income families within and 
just beyond the Central Business District. As a designed 
corporate landscape, the architecture of Crown Center 
honors the established “monumental” architecture of 
the historic Union Station and Liberty Memorial with 
large scale, vertical architecture, while also layering the 
materials and utility of modernity in walkways, fountains 
and public spaces (Fig. 5). The manmade fountains lo-
cated within the interior space of Crown Center at the 
Westin Hotel integrate the natural features of the former 
signboard hill. Water features are found throughout the 

Crown Center in outdoor public space, as well as interior 
fountains at the Hyatt Hotel as was common with large 
corporate spaces during the 1970s and 1980s. 

As stated in the previous section, a motivating factor 
in developing the Crown Center site and expanding the 
corporate footprint of Hallmark Headquarters was to re-
move the eyesore of Signboard Hill; which was located 
historically along the Penn Valley/Liberty Memorial land 
and what is now Crown Center (Fig. 3). Signboard Hill 
was considered an undesireable welcoming feature to 
arriving passengers coming from Union Station. By the 
1950s the area was home to abandoned buildings, di-
lapidated homes, and used car lots.11 Signboard Hill visu-
ally connected the subject area, instilling a sense of early 
marketing practices, perhaps in part foreshadowing the 
evolution of the significant role corporations would play 

11  Kipp 1995.

Fig. 2. A view of Union Station during the 
Royals Day celebrations after winning the 
World Series in October of 2016. This view 
shows the south elevation of Union Station, 
which is the primary façade  
(photo by C.M. Ammerman)

Fig. 3. Liberty Memorial as seen from the 
parking lot of Union Station  
(photo by C.M. Ammerman)
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in this particular part of Kansas City. On January 4, 1967, 
Hallmark Executives and their design team presented an 
elaborate plan for the redevelopment of the area near 
city hall. Development incentives were provided by the 
city to spur the “clean up” and long-term success and to 
cut short-term development expenditures.12

As a corporate destination, Crown Center was in-
tended to serve as a corporate hub for employment, 
entertainment and to provide housing for the upper 
middle class (Fig. 6). As developers, the Crown Center 
decision makers „learned early on that the Crown Cent-
er Square, with its terracing, trees and fountains, gave 
a human quality to the Center but needed to be a more 
active place”.13 In the original announcements for the 
Crown Center corporate landscape the urban renewal 
project would include cultural components, eventu-

12  Kipp 1995: 10.
13  Kipp 1995: 12.

ally comprising the locally known Kaleidoscope, which 
continues to offer an interactive arts and crafts creativ-
ity experience for children. Additionally, the presence 
of a small theater and cinema screens adds to cultural 
activities that were associated with the creative roots 
of the global card maker whose headquarters was the 
main corporate connective tissue for the Crown Center 
development. The large scale public spaces at Crown 
Center where such activities as the Mayor’s Christmas 
Tree lighting occurs. This is civic tradition that brings to-
gether people from the region to celebrate and begin 
their holiday festivities.

In matters of preservation, the first buildings located 
within Crown Center and the key public spaces are now 
forty-five years old and approaching the fifty-year old 
threshold in which sites are considered for historic des-
ignation. At the time of publication, the City of Kansas 
City has been undergoing a historic resource survey of 
Modern Era construction for commercial and multi-fam-

Fig. 4. The western portion of Crown Center 
as seen from Liberty Memorial and Penn Valley 
Park (photo by C.M. Ammerman)

Fig. 5. A corporate sponsored run makes its 
finish line at the Crown Center fountains  
(photo by C.M. Ammerman)
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ily residential buildings. Development of the entire site 
of Crown Center officially is still occurring as the Master 
Planned has continued to be modified.

 Cultural to corporate landscape

The morphology of landscape by Carl Sauer14 allows 
for an existing framework to study the functionality 
and aesthetics of Union Station, Liberty Memorial and 
Crown Center and how the links between each place 
has created a new language of experience over time. 
The point in using Sauer’s interpretation of landscape 
is to elaborate his interpretation of cultural experi-
ence and use, while considering the Zeitgeist in which 
Crown Center was planned and primarily developed, 
and began to elaborate a further “morphology”. Sauer 
presents an excellent reference point in defining the 
key elements of place, the similarities in considering 
development over time, is not to look under the close 
lens of Sauers “morphology” study but to reference 
those elements which are applicable, and yet may not 
be obvious in the overall development of this Kansas 
City landscape. „The cultural landscape is fashioned 
out of a natural landscape by a cultural group. Culture 
is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cul-
tural landscape is the result”.15 Understanding of the 
morphology of the cultural landscape in consideration 
of „man’s record upon the landscape”.16 Culture is the 
factor, ebb of the natural landscape forms create the 
cultural landscape.

Three elements of morphology from The morphology 
of landscape17:
1. „that there is a unit of organic or quasi-organic qual-
ity, that is, a structure to which certain components are 
necessary, [called forms]”

The “organic” component in this landscape has be-
come the infrastructure created/designed by the road-
ways; the walking paths of Penn Valley Park that create 
a link with nature, encouraging the public to experience 
the space with limited restrictions. This is what allows 
the modified park grounds and topography, and streets 
to be utilized as public gathering spaces, which has tak-
en place since the Union Station, Penn Valley Park/Lib-
erty Memorial were constructed. Thousands, even up to 
250,000 persons have gathered to participate in region 
celebrations, from the dedication of the Liberty Memo-
rial, election rallies in 2008 when President Obama cam-
paigned, to the World Series Celebration when the Kan-
sas City Royals were the champions in 2015.

14  Sauer 1925.
15  Sauer 1925: 307–308.
16  Sauer 1925: 309.
17  Sauer 1925: 304.

2. „similarity of form in different structures is recognized 
because of functional equivalence, the forms then being 
‚homologous’; and…”

In the corporate landscape there has been a creation 
of enclosed walkways leading one between the various 
experiences in comfort of the elements, elevated above 
the street; and that which embraces the tenants of 
modernism, in a post-modern design of glass and heavy 
metals. As one walks from the corporate/entertain-
ment venues, one is able to view the surrounding parks, 
monuments and pedestrians from above the street. 
The elevated walkways of the Crown Center corporate 
landscape are ultimately connected to the walking paths 
of the cultural spaces of Union Station and the Liberty 
Memorial via the street level pedestrian crosswalks. 
Tourists, residents and workers from the surrounding of-
fices have the option of participating at street level or 
remaining above the traffic as they traverse from each 
site. The walkways create continuity of space throughout 
Crown Center and Union Station, as way-finding signage 
retains the same design branding whether you begin at 
the upscale department store Hall’s at Crown Center or 
the historic Grand Hall of Union Station.

3.“that the structural units may be placed in series, espe-
cially into developmental sequence, ranging from incipi-
ent to final or completed stage”.

The sequence of development for Union Station has 
gone through many phases, additionally so has the Lib-
erty Memorial. Each site has continued to evolve and the 
city has responded with greater enthusiasm in the last 
twenty years to preserve these sites through adaptive 
reuse and restoration. Their development, or redevelop-
ment at this point in time is not complete; per se, but the 
sites have established continuity in that their initial form 
remains. Crown Center, on the other hand is a different 
animal in that from the very beginning of the develop-
ment of the site there has been an elaborate plan with 
multiple phases. As economic factors have contributed to 
halting growth, the overall Crown Center Redevelopment 
Corporation and “model-mixed use” plans have been re-
vised multiple times. These modifications have coincided 
with city planning commission because the need to con-
tinue, or perhaps the capacity to continue development 
of land that is currently parking and green space is not 
exactly what the area needs.

Representing Sauer’s ”forms of population” are 
structures which, through design and function, encour-
age the movement of people and density. These forms 
include parking facilities and walk-ways. Crown Center, 
has merged with the cultural landscape of parkland and 
public space with the imposing architecture of modern-
ist corporate development. The corporate development 
provides the density and mixed-use throughout the built 
environment; density is encouraged through residential 
high rises which are located, and even share infrastruc-
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ture with the commercial and consumer (entertainment) 
elements. Density, however is encouraged in a different 
manner through the design of the street level public 
gathering spaces including large tiered seating, stairs, 
and fountains which are central to the Crown Center de-
velopment (which Grand Boulevard divides, but does not 
discourage activity). The utilization of the privately con-
trolled “public” space blurs with the overall landscape 
for such events as festivals and runs. When these events 
occur, the public is allowed to gather, and move freely 
within the entire landscape, creating a new shared space. 
Of the three resources discussed here, Crown Center is 
unique as the only form of an intentional corporate land-
scape that encourages through mixed-used, a revolving 
capacity of spatial occupation by the residents, consum-
ers and employees who work in the space. Addition-
ally, through the perceived public aspect of the exterior 
gathering spaces, the use of space flexuates from tempo-
rary festivals, conventions/conferences and community 
events (Fig. 5).

Forms of production, as defined by Sauer, include 
those activities where products are derived from the 
landscape. These activities include mining and forestry; 
essentially the forms of production are those activities 
that take away from the natural environment. The “nega-
tive” forms of production, as defined by Sauer, that reap 
resources from the natural environment, do not occur 
within this landscape. However, when considering the 
theory of morphology, „production” can be interpreted 
as those activities meant to produce capital and the 
modes of consumption that occur within the corporate 
landscape. In the case of the mixed-use of Liberty Me-
morial, Union Station and Crown Center, the concept of 
morphology allows and encourages the idea that these 
three unique “monumental” sites are a shared land-
scape, with distinct functionalities. The effect on this 
landscape has been the increased development of the 
built environment over time, with the intent of creating 

density that encourages production (of the tangible and 
intangible) through commercial and entertainment ac-
tivities.

Over time all three sites have individually been 
touched by activities promoting production and con-
sumption. Union Station is serving the transportation 
needs of the region from 1914 when it opened to the 
varying uses today as an historic space that is funded in 
part by corporate sponsorships, rented for event space 
and as the home of the Greater Kansas City Chamber 
of Commerce. The northern border of Liberty Memo-
rial and Penn Valley Park, once known as Signboard Hill, 
was for a brief moment of time a disorganized collec-
tion of advertisements. With the exception of corporate 
sponsorships and the occasional private event, Liberty 
Memorial, visually does not display direct elements of 
corporatism. 

Conclusion –  
monumental corporate protest

Following the presidential inauguration of Donald Trump, 
the Kansas City faction of the Women’s March on Wash-
ington gathered at Washington Square Park on January 
21, 2017 (Fig. 1). Washington Square Park is an impor-
tant component of the defined cultural and corporate 
landscape that is the subject of this paper because of 
its topographical and geographical characteristics. The 
city owned park which was established in the 1920s is 
approximately five acres of greenspace. The topography 
is flat and the boundaries of the park are created by ma-
jor thoroughfares of Main Street, Grand Boulevard and 
Pershing Road. The park features a 16 feet high bronze 
statue of President George Washington and the Missouri 
Korean War Veterans Memorials. Most days Washington 
Park is utilized by pedestrians and the transient popula-
tion. It is a park destination that seems to be dwarfed by 

Fig. 6. A portion of the Hallmark Cards Cor-
porate Headquarters  
(photo by C.M. Ammerman)
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the enormity of the corporate landscape that surrounds 
the space, which in recent years has led the city and de-
velopers to reconsider the space. However, the day of 
the Women’s March the space provided the public set-
ting for citizens to gather after the controversial inaugu-
ral events of Donald Trump and protest a presidential 
administration that is setting the tone of corporatism 
over populism. In a way, the decision that the Kansas City 
Women’s March attendees Washington Square Park has 
become symbolic of the influential power corporations 
have over the general population through the built envi-
ronment as marchers were surrounded by glass, concrete 
and steel.

Union Station, Liberty Memorial and Crown Center 
are three distinct places, landscapes and monuments; 
however, over time as the public and institutional deci-
sion makers of Kansas City have sought to utilize these 
spaces simultaneously, the original context and func-

tionality has evolved. Much of the functionality between 
each site is due to the natural topography and how the 
built environment has been planned and constructed 
to encourage the communication of each monumental 
site. In applying Sauer’s “morphology” to this urban land-
scape we can analyze  beyond the cultural lens of 1925 
when Sauer published his article and into the corporate, 
consumerist architecture of the Post-WWII United States. 
Liberty Memorial and Union Station, as representative 
sites of cultural significance have become part of the 
Crown Center corporate landscape through experience 
and economic necessity. Corporate landscapes integrate 
elements of cultural activities through models of tour-
ism, which can be leveraged through mixed-use spaces. 
Corporate landscapes primarily serve as destinations of 
consumption, production and entertainment dependent 
on profit and short-term experiences rather than long-
term use and enjoyment.
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